NEW CONCEPTUAL IN GAMELAN LEARNING: DESIGN OF VIRTUAL GAMELAN LEARNING MEDIA IN INDONESIA
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Abstract: Virtual gamelan design is a transformation into the modern gamelan art form in multimedia design as an effective learning medium. The basic idea of media development is an effort to develop the love of the younger generation on the cultural assets of the country. The basic idea of media development is an effort to develop the love of the younger generation on the cultural assets of the country. One such effort is the use of multimedia technology. This design is a multimedia implementation in Java gamelan that is equipped with a wide selection of java gamelan sound menu recorded directly from various gamelan. This virtual gamelan can be played colossally in one location using many computers where one computer plays one gamelan tool. This virtual gamelan design can also be used as multimedia java gamelan learning. This media is used as the beginning of cultural transmission to instill javanese gamelan art education in the community, especially middle and high school students.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The national culture of the Indonesian nation is an aggregate of the results of regional / local cultural excavation efforts that are superior. As is known that gamelan art is not only owned by java but is found in other areas such as Sunda, Bali and Bugis, so gamelan art can be said to be the culture of the Indonesian nation that is sourced from the glory of the ancestors of the Indonesian nation that until now can be preserved [1]–[3]. Local cultures in Indonesia then become cultural heritage for the Indonesian nation. The concept of culture can be defined as the whole way a human behavior in his life becomes an identity. Society as the cultural heir of previous generations is blessed with the ability to create cultural values, and has a responsibility to convey knowledge of cultural values to the next generation. On the one hand, the appreciation of the younger generation towards the art of gamelan is increasingly rare; On the other hand, the development of music in the west today many are turning to the eastern region, including gamelan art owned by the Indonesian nation. Even gamelan art is growing rapidly in Vancouver, Canada through groups of enthusiasts of this type of art that exist in the country. In Vancouver there are also two major universities that actively support the development of gamelan art. The School for the Contemporary Arts at Simon Fraser University has since 1990 offered gamelan class programs every spring and summer [3]–[6]. This phenomenon becomes an optimistic foothold that gamelan art is hereinafter called expression. It takes personal excreation to produce a work of art, and each artist has his or her own experience to cultivate as a work. The work is produced because of the creative-exploratory-aesthetic creation process [12]–[17]. Aesthetics is a way of knowing through the senses fundamental to life and the development of consciousness. Aesthetics, in the intellectual tradition, is generally understood as one of the branches of philosophy that addresses art and other aesthetic objects [6], [18], [19]. Aesthetics is achieved because of the intentional aspect and desire to create something new that is born from the contemplation of ideas that are exploratory. In other words, exploratory contemplation gives birth to the idea of creating. This idea is then sought by utilizing the technological aspect [3], [20]–[24]. These aesthetic creations arise because of taste. Taste arises from an instinctive impulse called karsa. Karsa can be individual or collective, depending on the environment and culture of the community.

II. THEORITICAL FRAMEWORK

Art and Culture

Art according to Suwarna (1999) talks more about the expression of artists to a number of life problems. Definition above It clearly states that art speaks more to the human self that reveals itself into the work, whether it is feeling, divinity, joy, freedom, etc. which is hereinafter called expression. It takes personal expression to produce a work of art, and each artist has his or her own experience to cultivate as a work. The work is produced because of the creative-exploratory-aesthetic creation process [12]–[17]. Aesthetics is a way of knowing through the senses fundamental to life and the development of consciousness. Aesthetics, in the intellectual tradition, is generally understood as one of the branches of philosophy that addresses art and other aesthetic objects [6], [18], [19]. Aesthetics is achieved because of the intentional aspect and desire to create something new that is born from the contemplation of ideas that are exploratory. In other words, exploratory contemplation gives birth to the idea of creating. This idea is then sought by utilizing the technological aspect [3], [20]–[24]. These aesthetic creations arise because of taste. Taste arises from an instinctive impulse called karsa. Karsa can be individual or collective, depending on the environment and culture of the community.
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Javanese Gamelan Art

Java gamelan is one type of gamelan music. Javanese gamelan consists of various musical instruments, including kendang, rebab, celemung, gambang, gong, and bamboo flute. The main components that make up gamelan musical instruments are bamboo, metal, and wood. Each tool has its own function in gamelan music performance [6], [25]–[32]. For example, gong plays the role of closing a long rhythm and giving balance after previously the music is decorated by a gendering rhythm. The Javanese view of life expressed in gamelan music is an alignment in speaking and acting so as not to bring explosive expressions and realize tolerance among others. The real form in the music is the pull of the medium rebab, a balanced chorus of kenong sounds, sdnag saron and gambang and the sound of gongs on each rhythm cover. The typical rhythm produced is a combination of sound types from each unit of gamelan equipment. Hypothetically, Javanese people before the Hindu influence had known ten skills, including puppets and gamelan. In the past the ownership of Javanese ageng gamelan was limited to the palace. Now anyone who is interested can have it as long as it is not Javanese gamelan-gamelan that belongs to the heirloom category [26], [33]–[38]. Philosophically, Javanese gamelan is an integral part of Javanese society. That's It because the philosophy of life of Javanese people is related to its cultural arts in the form of Javanese gamelan and is closely related to the development of religion.

Multimedia

The development of computer technology in the field of information systems can not be separated from the development of multimedia. Multimedia communication is a form of visual communication design by using a computer to combine the art of combining typography, sound, photographs, animation, and video in displaying information [7], [38]–[45]. The creative expression of combining photo, sound, and video elements can produce an informational sensation that captivates the attention of its audience.

III. METHODS

The multimedia design development method in this study uses a qualitative descriptive model, which is a way or procedure of solving problems by using a predetermined sequence of steps to produce an expected product [7], [46]. This descriptive design activity makes an effort to describe, record, analyze, and explain the state of the object being investigated as it is based on actual facts that are in the field at the present moment. This activity is carried out through several phases.

Phase 1.

Initialization of research This phase defines and assesses the needs and benefits of documentation design in the multimedia system to be built. The analytical method for exploration and evaluation used in this study is the Synectics method, which is essentially the same as the brainstorming method, but involves parties in broader competencies, including individuals outside the design discipline i.e. puppeteers, gamelan teachers and other culturalists.

Phase 2.

Requirements specifications This phase analyzes and documents the requirements in developing multimedia design. Data source selection uses non-probability techniques, where sampling is more on the subjective considerations of researchers based on the depth range of the problem being studied. In this study, the selection of sources is based on being able to learn:

a. The potential of gamelan art that shapes the noble values of people's lives. By holding a java gamelan concert to better blend with what is researched.

b. Java's virtual multimedia design in support of the creative industries as a local advantage in the global era. Primary data is obtained by interview and observation methods with direct sources by researchers. And secondary data from reading in the form of documents, letters, and literature, as well as obtained directly from seeing and hearing.

Phase 3.

The design stage uses syntactic semiotic principles where the signs / symbols / cues of gamelan art elements to be delivered in multimedia form must have coherence and uniformity to produce a good image, so that it can be embedded and can be remembered by the community, especially middle and high school students to recognize, love, and preserve local culture as self-identity.

1. Concept: includes the conclusion of analysis of the previous phase that is clearly defined in order to create interactive multimedia design that can lift the potential of local culture into a creative industry in the global era.

2. Form generator: A design creation guide guided by verbal, visual, and technological concepts.

3. Rough design: Rough sketches of exploratory forms of design alternatives.

Phase 4.

Implementation of this phase implements the design and design in accordance with the concept of the technology used. The initial stage was carried out by recording the sound of all types of gamelan both from the Surakarta Hadiinrat Palace and those in central Java Cultural Park, followed by processing sound recordings with multimedia using Adobe Flash CS3 Professional to import all data to produce interactive multimedia in accordance with the final design. The next step is to implement interactive learning multimedia related to gamelan art for middle and high school students. The final stage is to create multimedia gamelan that can be run online through the boundaries of space and place.

Phase 5.

This phase of testing tests whether the multimedia design implemented has been as planned. Design testing uses a review method by conducting a review that is emphasized on the quality of ease of acceptance and use for users (fitness for use). Implementation testing is carried out by testing methods in several degrees of difference, which are sequenced unit tests, integrations, systems, and admissions to provide more realistic experiments to students (users). The test was conducted at 5 high schools in different areas, namely SMAN 1 Surabaya, SMA IPIEMS, SMAN 5 Surabaya, SMA Barunawati, and SMAN 13 Surabaya. In testing also conducted java gamelan concerts to compare the use between physical gamelan devices and virtual gamelan.

Phase 6.

Maintenance In this phase is done to fix errors and deficiencies that occur in the actual application.
IV. RESULT
The results of psychomotor and affective attitudes towards gamelan showed a significant influence on the need for virtual gamelan, while the results of cognitive attitudes showed no significant influence on the confidence level of 0.95 or 0.05 errors. An interesting result of data processing is a significant affective attitude with a negative coefficient. Students who do not like gamelan have a good perception of the need for virtual gamelan. These empirical results show that virtual gamelan is highly expected by students who do not like gamelan to be able to increase their love of gamelan. According to information that can be gathered from several art teachers, especially gamelan arts in SLTP and SLTA, in general they hope that the virtual gamelan model displayed with computer media will be able to attract students to play gamelan without having the impression of old-fashioned, because what they face is a set of computers as icons of modern technology. Such a model can be an alternative to solving the problems they face in teaching gamelan arts to students, especially those related to the scarcity of gamelan devices and students’ interest in gamelan devices used in learning. Excavation of the importance of conveying knowledge of cultural values, especially Javanese gamelan art to the next generation by using information media and multimedia-based learning models that can preserve and effectively introduce the cultural potential of gamelan art that contains noble values in the characteristics of community life as the identity of the Indonesian nation. The importance of gamelan learning media in the form of multimedia has received permission from the Government of Surabaya. The Keraton where the source of the history of the creation of gamelan in java is aware of the weak introduction of gamelan among teenagers, so they welcome this research to revive the love of teenagers for gamelan that has a democratic philosophy and can be an opening door for students in understanding the overall way of behaving in life as contained in the javanese gamelan philosophy. Resulting software can meet the needs of users with the creation of an application with the name Virtual Gamelan as a means of teachers helping students to be more interested in learning and growing gamelan. View the results of the implementation of the front page of the application that has been designed before. On the front page there is a menu of options to use Indonesian or English (bilingual). For the implementation of the next menu page appeared by selecting the language in the menu bar on the front page. On the menu page there are four menus: learning, orchestra, games, and help. On the learning menu there are learning options: gamelan history, playing techniques, getting to know the forms of gending, and simulation. In the choice of simulation students can choose to learn to grow by choosing one of the gamelan equipment to be played. On the menu the student orchestra can grow gamelan together, can even be played gamelan music colorlessly where one computer represents one gamelan tool played by students.

V. CONCLUSION
With multimedia gamelan learning students can practice gamelan on their own by choosing the desired tools to accompany tembang and other tools played by computers. This multimedia gamelan learning can bridge students to love real gamelan games more, and can effectively preserve and introduce the potential of gamelan art culture that contains noble values in the character of people's lives as the identity of the Indonesian nation. Multimedia gamelan is expected to be played by many people online through the boundaries of space and place. Drug Recommendation System based on Sentiment Analysis of Drug Reviews using Machine Learning.” Garg, Satvik author of the paper suggested that the emotional analysis of the drug review study was researched to develop a recommendation program using different types of machine learning, such as Logistic Regression, Perceptron, Multinomial Naive Bayes, Ridge classifier, Stochastic gradient descent, LinearSVC, used in Bow, TF-IDF, and divers such as Decision Tree, Dedicated Forest, Lgbm, and Catboost are used in Word2Vec and Manual features method. Improvement of hyper parameters is also required for partition algorithms to improve model accuracy, it has been suggested that the only way one can use to extract emotions from data and makedistinctions is to create a positive system.
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